Message From
Dean of Student Affairs

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful.

"Bulletin HEP", the official newsletter for HEP KUTKM, to a certain extent acted as a bridge that warmly connects the staff and students of KUTKM with the readers from all corners. Reports on events and highlights of milestones with some snapshots here and there are put into words to acknowledge the latest happenings and up to date progress. This issue covers a recent interview with Dr. Fauzimah from Klinik Saujana, our medical panel clinic. We may find her observations and insights whilst operating and offering medical services to KUTKM citizens attracting and worth considering.

Co-operative movement in one way or another also contributed positively to the life of all. By identifying common interests and uniting them with shared values, we can make a difference for the better. Bearing this in mind, the students are always initiated to work together in all occasions, jumping into all resources and gathering all pools of strengths. Recently "Karnival Kesenian dan Kebudayaan (AK)" was organised jointly by MMP and HEP. It aimed to provide a platform for the students to show off their talents, to inculcate the sense of comradeship and teamwork between KUTKM students from different races, cultures and religions, and also to equip them with managerial skills to organise events with minimal supervision.

It is our hope to play a catalyst role in moulding and harnessing the energies of the student community's talents, be it in academics, or extra-curricular, arts or sports. We will venture to bring out the best in our students. The vibrant and dynamic talents developed will enable the students to contribute to our agenda in uplifting the university’s image and reputation through activities and programmes they involve in. HEP anchors its key programmes along two critical value systems of the pursuit of multidisciplines and the spirit of openness.

Currently, HEP is putting into effort to forge good networking with other government agencies, viz. the Fire and Rescue Department, Royal Police of Malaysia, Road Transport Department, Traffic Police, Anti Narcotics Task Force, Special Branch, Religious Department of Melaka and others. This interaction acts as an avenue or platform to facilitate a greater understanding with other student concerned bodies and to establish a strategic partnership in carrying out programmes with similar objectives and to encourage discussions on topical issues.

Lastly but not least, the success of organisation could only be realised by collective effort from all units, staff and students. The most important factors that differentiate an organisation from another are skills, knowledge and expertise of the manpower. It determines our competitive advantage. In line with the changing customer expectations and keeping in pace with the paradigm shift in other Higher Education Institutions, HEP will move on constant improvisations and creative solutions. Hence, we will have a more concerted effort to optimise and empower our staff's potential by continuously nurturing talents through human resource development activities. Their personal commitment to the organisation's goals is necessary for our success.
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